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Jet launch 

Ingredients: 
-1 compact object 
-some accreted 
  plasma  
-some magnetic fields 

Preparation: 
Stir (rotation) vigorously 
until a hot disk is formed  
and the magnetic fields  
are helical & strong  
Enjoy!   

/!



Magnetocentrifugal jets (Blandford & Payne 1982; 
Ouyed & Pudritz 1997; Ustyugova et al. 1999; Blackman  
et al. 2001) 
   magnetic fields only dominate out to the Alfvén radius 

 Poynting flux dominated jets (PFD; Lynden-Bell 1996; 
Ustyugova et al. ‘00; Li et al. ‘01; Lovelace et al. ‘02; 
Nakamura & Meier ‘04) 
   magnetic fields dominate the jet structure  



PFD jets, or magnetic towers, produced in a MAGPIE generator 
at Imperial College London. 1MA pulse current flows radially 
through 16 x 13µm tungsten metallic wires a central electrode. ~1 MG 
toroidal magnetic field produced below the wires (Lebedev et al., 
2005). 

Laboratory experiments 



Evolution with XUV 

Lebedev et al. 2005 
Suzuki-Vidal et al. 2010 

wire ablation + JxB force 
produce background 
plasma  

resistive diffusion keeps 
current close to wires 



Evolution with XUV 

Full wire ablation near 
the central electrode 
forms a magnetic cavity. 

Lebedev et al. 2005 
Suzuki-Vidal et al. 2010 



Evolution with XUV 

Expanding magnetic 
tower jet driven upwards 
by toroidal magnetic field 
pressure 

Lebedev et al. 2005 
Suzuki-Vidal et al. 2010 



Evolution with XUV 

Jet Collimation by hoop stress 

Magnetic bubble Collimation by ambient medium 

Consistent with Lynden-Bell ‘96, ‘03 



      Once the jet forms 

              Lebedev et al. 2005 
              Suzuki-Vidal et al. 2010 



(Suzuki-Vidal et al. 2010) 



Radial wire array (again) + Baxial  

          outer solenoid 

         cathode solenoid 

    Suzuki-Vidal et al. 2011 



    Bz affects axial  
    compression  

    Bz α Rcolumn 

    More stable 

Suzuki-Vidal et al. ‘10 



  Simulations (Ciardi et   
  al. 2007) 

 Density slices 

  Iso-density surfaces 

  Synthetic emission 

  XUV emission from         
  experiment (again) 



•  Solve 
hyperbolic PDE 
with elliptic 
constraints: 
MHD 

•  Source terms 
for energy loss/
gain, ionization 
dynamics 

•  Operator 
splitting:  
gravity, heat 
conduction 
(HYPRE) 



AstroBEAR 2.0 
Parallel AMR Performance 

Rebuild load balance algorithm across AMR grid hierarchy 
(Carroll et al. 2011, in prep.) 

https://clover.pas.rochester.edu/trac/astrobear 



PFD magnetic tower jet    kinetic-energy dominated jet 

  1. adiabatic         4. adiabatic 
  2. cooling         5. cooling 
  3. adiabatic & rotating      6. adiabatic & rotating 

Simulations 



1.   HD jets are collimated at sub-resolution scales.  

2.   jets have same time averaged max speed: 

3.   Equal injected energy fluxes: 

where ρj is the jet’s density and a (= πrj
2) is the area of the 

energy injection region.  

Assumptions 



Initial conditions 

z 

rt 

Density = 100 cm-3 

Temperature = 10000 K 
molecular gas, γ =5/3 
V = 0 km s-1. 

Magnetic fields only  
within the central region 

r



Continuous magnetic energy injection 

new                 current              initial 

 =                      + 







adiabatic | base rotation 

42 yr 

84 yr                                             Keplerian 

118 yr 



adiabatic  | base rotation | cooling       

42 yr 

84 yr 

118 yr 



Dalgarno & Mccray (1972). 
Ionization of both H and He,  
the chemistry of H2 and  
optically thin cooling. 



Adiabatic | base rotation | cooling | hydro 

42 yr 

84 yr 

118 yr 



adiabatic           cooling               base rotation 

Only 2 central field lines 

Field line maps 



Perturbations 



Instability: 

z 

      x 

Relative 
strength: 



Z 

βz~1 

                       Alfvén speed highest inside tower 

   Adiabatic                      Rotating                      Cooling 

Instability: 
Jet velocities: 



Z 

βz~1 

                       Alfvén speed highest inside tower 

   Adiabatic                      Rotating                      Cooling 

Jet velocities: 
Instability: 



42yr       120yr   

Poynting 

Kinetic 

Cooling case (but rotating is similar) 
120yr   



¿Preguntas? 



Physics: Binary stellar 
systems 

Asymptotic Giant        
Branch star                

                  Smaller  
                  companion 

Supersonic flow 



Physics: Wind Accretion in Binaries 

Bondi-Hoyle Accretion 

Old question: Few numerical studies 

1. What is limit of disk accretion? 
a = 20 AU, 30 AU, 40 AU? 

2. What is the accretion rate? 
 = Bondi-Hoyle 
 > Bondi-Hoyle 
 < Bondi-Hoyle 



Disk Formation Condition in Planetry Nebulae 
  (Soker & Rapport 2000) 

where: 
 Ja and Jc are the specific angular momenta of the 

accreted material and that of a particle in Keplerian 
orbit at the equator of an accreting star of radius Rc, 
respectively  

 a is the distance between the center of the stars; 
the separation 

 Vr is the relative velocity of the wind and the 
accretor. 



Model: 3D, SPH, dusty wind models, accretion 
disks formation about the binary companion to 
the mass-losing giant of asymmetric PN. 

Free parameters: wind velocity, binary 
separation and rotation of the mass-loosing star  

Results: Stable thin accretion disks form around 
the companion. Their equilibrium structure has 
elliptical streamlines with a range of 
eccentricities. Such disks may be susceptible to 
tilt or warping instabilities. Wind accretion in 
such binaries is stable, displaying no evidence 
for any type of flip-flop instability.  

Previous numerical studies 

Mass-losing star 

Accreting Star 



Model: symbiotic binaries, 2D, no self-
gravity, large separations, relevant for 
Mira AB (Karovska et al. 2005). 

Free parameters: mass-loss rate, wind  
temperature depends on the distance 
from the mass losing star and its 
companion, orbital separation. 

Results: Flow pattern similar to a Roche 
lobe overflow with accretion rates of 10% 
of the mass loss from the primary. Stable 
Keplerian thin disks, exponential density 
profiles, M~10−4Msun. Tidal streams and 
disks form and show a dependence with 
AGB mass loss. The evolution of the 
binary system, and its independent 
components, is affected by mass 
transfer through focused winds. 

AGB, 1.2Msun 

Secondary 
.6Msun 



Orbital 
period 

The wind is accelerated at 10, 20, 30, and 40 AU, from left to right. 

Val-Borro, Karovska & Sasselov, 2009 



- Primary: AGB with spherical wind (v=10km/s, 
mass-loss(rinjection)~10-5Msun/yr) and M1=1.5Msun 

- Secondary: accretor with M2=Msun 

- Separations =10,15,20AU 
- γ=1.001; isothermal (like M&M ’98) 

Our model: Huarte-Espinosa et al. 2012b, in prep. 

                          Grid and initial conditions 
- Co-rotating frame of 

reference, nested grid  
-  Circular orbits 





Disk structure 

a=10 AU 

a=15 AU 



Disk structure 

a=15 AU 

a=20 AU 



Accretion rate onto the 
secondary 

.9 MBH 

.2 MBH 

.16 MBH 

. 
. 

. 



10 AU 

Disk orbits depend on the 
binary separation 

20 AU 



- PFD jets more unstable and structurally different than purely HD jets with 
same energy flux.  

-Base rotation amplifies Bφ exacerbating a pressure unbalance and leading 
to kink instability.  

-Cooling reduces the thermal energy of the core and rjet thus it’s insufficient 
to damp magnetic pressure kink perturbations. 

-PFD jet beams eventually yield a series of collimated clumps which may 
then evolve into kinetic-energy dominated jets at large distances from the 
engine. Relevant for YSO and possibly other jets too. 

-Our model towers agree with MAGPIE lab experiments, even though no 
tuning was made. I.e. robust results which reveal generic properties of 
PFD outflows. 



- The disks’ radii and height are inversely proportional to a, 

-  We see disks forming up to 20 AU in 3D, 

-  Disks’ material orbits are a function of a, 

-  The resolution of the impact parameter is key to follow the formation of 
disks in these kind of models, 

-  Msecondary form our models are insufficient to account for the launch of jets 
in post-AGB stars (pre-PN; see Blackman & Nordhaus, 2007, who have 
estimated jet mass losses ~ 5x10−4 M⊙ yr−1). 

. 



- The disks’ radii and height are inversely proportional to a. 

-  We see disks forming up to 20 AU in 3D 

-  Disks’ material orbits are affected by a 

-  The resolution of the impact parameter is key in these kind of models to 
follow the formation of disks 

-  Msecondary form our models are insufficient to account for the launch of jets 
in post-AGB stars (pre-PN; see Blackman & Nordhaus, 2007, who have 
estimated jet mass losses ~ 5x10−4 M⊙ yr−1). 

. Encuentra esta plática en: http://
www.pas.rochester.edu/~martinhe/talks.html 




